SB13 ULTRA – UNMATCHED SOUND QUALITY
AND EXTREME PERFORMANCE - COMPACT SIZE
Almost clinical in accuracy, the SB13 Ultra will reveal
subtle textures and nuances lesser subs simply ignore.
With unmatched transient response, quarter notes and
complex bass lines are all delivered with toe-tapping
rhythm and pace. Dynamic range is outstanding, with
kettle drum and deep piano key strikes rendered with
stunning realism. In mid-size rooms with a modicum of
room gain, deep extension is fathomless.. In addition
to its world-class music chops, the SB13-Ultra won’t
disappoint on movie night, shrugging off the most
demanding DVD passages without breaking a sweat –
always staying deep, clean, linear, and powerful.
The SB13-Ultra is the finest compact subwoofer on the
market - offering an unmatched combination of high-tech
components, features, handsome aesthetics, exquisite
sound quality and extreme value.
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Front-firing SVS 13.5” Ultra Driver
STA-1000D Sledge, 1000 watt amplifier
Real Black Oak Veneer and Piano Gloss Black
finish options
Protective non-resonant steel mesh grille
Rigid and braced MDF cabinet
20-460 Hz +/- 3 dB
Dims: 17.4” (H) x 17.4” (W) x 17.4”(D)
Weight: 92 pounds

13 ULTRA DRIVER - OPTIMIZED FOR SEALED
APPLICATIONS
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FEA-optimized motor with copper shorting sleeve to
reduce gap induction and distortion.
Unique bifilar wound, 3” diameter, ultra-high-power
aluminum voice coil.
Unique gap extension plate for additional linear
stroke and reduced distortion.
Dual linear-roll spiders and stitched parabolic
surround for extreme excursion capability.
Ultra-light and rigid Rohacell composite cone
provides excellent transient response.

SLEDGE AMPLIFICATION – INTELLIGENT AND
SOPHISTICATED POWER
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1000 watts RMS continuous power
(3600 watts peak dynamic power).
Efficient, cool-running Class D power with ‘green’
standby mode.
Equalization curve optimized for enhanced transient
response and to complement room gain.
Stereo line-level RCA and balanced (XLR) I/O
connections for the ultimate in connectivity.
DSP control for refined behavior under all
operating conditions.
Extensive menu options and digital crossover allows
easy integration into any 2-channel system.
Intuitive and easy to use single knob controller with
bright LCD display.

PREMIUM FINISHES, COMPACT SIZE, ROBUST
CONSTRUCTION
Available in premium real wood veneer black oak
or stunning piano-gloss black, and protected by an
attractive and durable curved metal grille – the SB13Ultra will complement the most upscale décors and
high-end theaters. At slightly under 18” on all sides, the
SB13-Ultra is compact, and easily integrates into your
living space. Weighing in at 95 pounds, the SB13-Plus
is robustly built with extra-thick CNC cut panels for the
ultimate in rigid and resonance-free construction.
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